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Radio Legend Geno Michellini Hosts Pre-grammy Party
For World Planet Foundation

"If You're Going To Be Crazy, You Have To Get Paid For It Or Else You're Going To Be Locked Up."
Hunter S. Thompson, American Philosopher

 

Malibu, California, February 11, 2013 - Flying Eye Radio Network’s Turntable Hits Host Geno Michellini made an exciting appearance at the Whole Planet
Foundation’s Pre-Grammy party presented by Planet LA records on Wednesday night. The event held at the historic East West Studios in Hollywood entertained a lively
crowd as Michellini took part in hosting the fun-filled night.

Michellini introduced a variety of musicians throughout the night including the popular band Ozomatli known for their world fusion sound of salsa, hip-hop and funk.
After a lively introduction, the band took the stage and had the whole crowd dancing, including Michellini. The next performance featuring Jane’s Addiction drummer
Steve Perkins and Grammy award winning upright bass player Rob Wasserman wowed the crowd as the duo rocked the house. Following up these two unique acts
was the talented rock group Steel Toed Slippers who sent the audience to a different state of mind with their bluesy jam rock. As the entertaining host he is, Michellini
not only introduced these impressive performers but also helped to introduce event sponsors with his witty and genuine personality.

The event sponsored by Whole Foods Market West Hollywood, Sambazon, Gibson Pro Audio and Chivas Regal was a success in bringing together musicians from all
genres and people from all walks of life to support the Whole Planet Foundation. Michellini was a perfect addition to an extraordinary evening that celebrated
contributions to helping global environmental awareness.

 
Flying Eye Radio Network is an Internet radio station which began broadcasting in 2007. Flying Eye broadcasts the entire spectrum of musical colors. Every single type

of music is represented on the Flying Eye Radio Network. Jazz, rock, hip hop, R & B, country, rockabilly, and classical are just some of the pieces 
that make up this musical puzzle. It's a cerebral surge of auditory ambition. The lines of music are not blurred they are erased. Each person has
the ability to pick whatever music they want, there is no list, no consultant, and there is no one telling anyone what to play or what not to play.
Flying Eye also features numerous unsigned artists that are out there making a living, touring and playing, and we make a concerted effort to
ensure their music has a captive audience on a regular basis. 

The Queen of the Flying Eye, Dusty Street, sets the tone for the week on Monday. She broadcasts semi-live from the Rock n Roll Hall of Fame in
Cleveland, Ohio. Her knowledge and ability to weave everything into a musical theatre masterpiece every single week is truly art in motion.
Tuesday finds Rock Rhythm & Roots hosted by Golden Mic Laureate Steve Cosio. It is the music lover's radio show. Steve brings the music of

Austin and surrounding areas that we would never hear. Thursday finds Flying Eye Radio Network founder and Grand Poohbah, Andy Goldfinger offering the listener a
potpourri of musical comestibles that encompass the entire musical spectrum. Nothing but trouble finishing the week in our own Radio Legend Geno Michellini and his
Turntable Hits. Geno’s show is a tribute to what FM radio used to be. He is untethered and unleashed! Geno provides laughter therapy with the Flying Eye Funnies, and
the traditional weekend send off with the Bang The Drum ceremony. There is none better at intermingling the nuances of music, history and comedy into a cohesive
understandable art form. The beauty is it's a podcast and can be listened to any time, via the web, or downloaded to your favorite Mp3 device or telephone.
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